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Equestrian paradise on 120 acres

• Gorgeous ranch-style 3 bd/3 ba home nestled in the trees with outstanding views
• Master suite and dining room have access to private deck
• Open floor plan perfect for family and entertaining
• Great room has floor-to-ceiling windows
• River rock fireplace with custom hearth
• Kitchen features beautiful custom bar and walnut cabinetry
• Custom designer touches throughout
• Fenced and cross-fenced with small barn, tack and feed storage buildings
• Unfinished 2000 sq. ft. basement is plumbed and stubbed, ready to be finished
• Exterior 30 amp RV plug perfect for travel trailers or horse trailer with living quarters
• Abundant wildlife

Priced to sell at only $949,000!

Palmer Lake Town Council, May 10 and May 24
Council considers updated fire ordinance and trailhead parking

By James Howald and Jackie Burhans

The Palmer Lake Town Council met twice in May, on May 10 and 24. A rewritten fire ordinance and a discussion of how to manage parking at the Palmer Lake Reservoir Trailhead were the main topics of discussion. The council also took up two requests to subdivide lots in the town, approved a contract to install a water line, and expressed their gratitude to an intern.

After lengthy debate, council votes down updated fire ordinance

At both meetings, the council considered an updated fire ordinance, drafted primarily by new council member Gary Faust in consultation with the town’s attorney, Maureen Burhans, that sought to define what types of outdoor fires would be permitted in the town. Several residents commented on the ordinance as it took shape.

The version of the ordinance presented in the May 10 meeting tied the town’s burning restrictions to the fire danger assessments in place from El Paso County. This version specified that no open burning would be allowed when the county has declared either a Stage 1 or Stage 2 fire alert, which, according to Faust, meant that open burning would never be permitted in the town during the alerts. Recreational fires would be permitted during Stage 1 fires. Fires in fire pits on permanent pads would be permitted during Stage 1 alerts, with the provision that fire pits be inspected by the Palmer Lake Fire Department (PLFD) on an annual schedule. During Stage 2 alerts, recreational fires would not be permitted.

Outdoor cooking in gas-fueled grills, charcoal grills, or liquid-fueled camp stoves would be allowed during Stage 1 alerts, but only gas-fueled